All Aboard!
Color in your train ticket and hop aboard the PEACE TRAIN!

Passenger Name: ____________________________ Date of Departure: ____________________________
Choo-Choo... Choo-Choo...

What does your PEACE TRAIN look like? Add color and flair to your Peace Train and make it unique!
Peace, Love, and Color!

What colors come to mind when you think of peace, love, and happiness? Fill in the image below with colors that make you smile.
Peace Train is sounding louder, ride on the peace train!

The Peace Train is on the move, and all along the way people are hopping on. Can you help the Peace Train get to its next stop?

ALL ABOARD!

NEXT STOP!
My Peace Pledge

Draw a heart, peace sign, or flower in the space next to all of the peace pledges you plan to follow.

I pledge to create Peace by...

- Practicing kindness and helping others.
- Listening and trying to understand different perspectives.
- Taking care of our earth.
- Learning about other cultures and embracing diversity.
- Respecting people’s differences, including my own.
- Spreading love and bringing people together.